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Rockbros Polarized Cycling Glasses 10037
If  you often ride your bike and enjoy active outdoor activities,  make sure your eyes are always well  protected.  Polarized glasses from
Rockbros are a must-have for any cyclist,  mountain biker, fishing or mountaineering enthusiast. The glasses provide UV400 protection
and hold firmly in place during fast riding. They are extremely lightweight, so you won't experience discomfort even during prolonged
use. Among other things, the set comes with a goggle cord, which will increase the safety of using the product while riding.
 
An essential for active people
Do  you  want  to  improve  your  visibility  while  cycling?  Are  you  concerned  about  greater  comfort  during  your  favorite  activities?  Then
Rockbros brand glasses will be a great choice for you! Thanks to the polarization function, only vertical rays will be directed to your eyes,
which  will  make  your  visibility  improve,  colors  will  be  more  saturated,  and  -  most  importantly  -  your  eyes  will  not  get  red,  teary  or
burning. Let yourself be comfortable and take care of your eyes!
 
Multifunctional
You will use Rockbros polarized glasses in many situations - while cycling, on a mountain trip, on a fishing trip or simply while driving.
The glasses are windproof and provide UV400 protection, so you don't have to worry about the harmful effects of ultraviolet rays. Thanks
to its well-thought-out design, the Rockbros product is extremely lightweight, stable in place, and very comfortable to use. You can freely
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replace the included polarized glasses according to your preferences. In addition, you will gain accessories for storing your glasses.
 
Set contents:
Glasses frames x1
Replacement polarized lenses x3
Eyeglasses case x1
Eyeglasses bag x1
Glasses cloth x1
Eyeglasses cord x1
Manufacturer
Rockbros
Model
10037
Application
Biking/Fishing/Climbing/Driving.
Frame color
Black
Frame material
Acetate
Type of lenses
Polarized
Lens material
Polycarbon
UV protection
400 nm
Additional properties
Windproof

Preço:

€ 17.00

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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